Alignment of BLAST high-scoring segment pairs based on the longest increasing subsequence algorithm
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ABSTRACT

Motivation: The popular BLAST algorithm is based on a local similarity search strategy, so its high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs) do not have global alignment information. When scientists use BLAST to search for a target protein or DNA sequence in a huge database like the human genome map, the existence of repeated fragments, homologues or pseudogenes in the genome often makes the BLAST result filled with redundant HSPs. Therefore, we need a computational strategy to alleviate this problem.

Results: In the gene discovery group of Celera Genomics, I developed a two-step method, i.e. a BLAST step plus an LIS step, to align thousands of cDNA and protein sequences into the human genome map. The LIS step is based on a mature computational algorithm, Longest Increasing Subsequence (LIS) algorithm. The idea is to use the LIS algorithm to find the longest series of consecutive HSPs in the BLAST output. Such a BLAST+LIS strategy can be used as an independent alignment tool or as a complementary tool for other alignment programs like Sim4 and GeneWise. It can also work as a general purpose BLAST result processor in all sorts of BLAST searches. Two examples from Celera were shown in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Bioinformatics tools used in human genome study often have one or both of the following functions: database search or sequence alignment. Database search tools like BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990, 1997) and FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) are used to search from a sequence database for the possible close relatives of a query sequence, while alignment tools like CLUSTALW (Higgins et al., 1994), Sim4 (Florea et al., 1998), and geneWise (Birney and Durbin, 1997) are used to find the best alignment between two sequences or multiple sequences.

There are already quite a number of programs designed to align a protein or transcript sequence to a genomic sequence. Sim4 (Florea et al., 1998), Est2gen (Birney and Durbin, 1997), est_genome (Mott, 1997) and Spidey (Wheelen et al., 2001) were programmed to align an mRNA sequence to a genomic sequence, and programs like geneWise and estWise (Birney and Durbin 2000) can be used to align a protein sequence with a genomic sequence. These programs are prohibited by their speed to be used as database search tools in the human genome study. More efficient programs like BLAST have to be used to search against the whole human genome component database. BLAST can run a search of a typical length cDNA sequence against the whole human genome map within tens of seconds using modern computers. Some other programs like SSAHA (Ning et al., 2001) and BLAT (Kent, 2002) were published recently, and they can search the human genome database in a faster speed than BLAST because they use a different indexing strategy from BLAST and a longer word size than the standard BLAST program, which is a strategy also adopted by Mega-BLAST (Zhang et al., 2000). Compared to them, BLAST still keeps its advantage in sensitivity and flexibility.

The BLAST program also has an obvious deficiency. Since it is in principle a local similarity search program, its output often contains many redundant HSPs. Usually it is because of the existence of homologues, pseudogenes or some repeated fragments in the genome. In a simple situation illustrated in Figure 1, we have to visually scan the BLAST output file to find the correct consecutive HSP list. The redundancy can cause two problems for scientists. First, in lots of situations, it is not always easy to find the correct longest consecutive list of HSPs if there are many HSPs in the results, and the task can become overwhelming for human eyes if there are many protein or cDNA sequences to be processed. Second, if there are multiple genomic component hits with similar significant
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scores, it is not straightforward to identify which genomic component contains the correct gene. Therefore, we need a computer program to help us.

In this work, I designed a two-step method that combined the strength of multiple programs to implement a tool that can be used in fast locating of a transcript or protein sequence in the human genome map. The central idea is to use the Longest Increasing Subsequence (LIS) algorithm to find the longest list of consecutive, non-overlapping HSPs in a BLAST output.

**ALGORITHM**

Our genome search method consists of two major steps. The first step in our method is to perform a genome scale BLAST search. In the second step, we use the LIS algorithm to find the longest list of consecutive, non-overlapping HSPs for each BLAST hit, and then do some redundancy filtering.

In the first step, we need to choose a correct BLAST program and appropriate program parameters. To search with an mRNA sequence against the human genome, we can use BLASTN or TBLASTX, and to search with a protein sequence, we use TBLASTN. In order to remove the fuzzy alignments that usually appear in the two edges of HSPs, we use big gap penalties in BLAST searches.

The LIS algorithm used in the second step is originally an algorithm to find the longest monotonically increasing subsequence in a sequence of n numbers (Gusfield, 1997; Skiena, 1997). Consider a sequence $S = (9, 5, 2, 8, 7, 3, 1, 6, 4)$, the longest increasing subsequence of $S$ has length 3 and is either (2, 3, 4) or (2, 3, 6). There are two major implementations of LIS algorithm. The simpler version is a dynamic programming technique. Its time complexity is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the number of HSPs. A more complicated but faster version has a time complexity of $O(r \log(n))$ (Gusfield, 1997).

LIS algorithm has been used in studying some similar problems in previous references. When aligning the sequences of two genomes, Delcher et al. (1999) used this algorithm to successfully extract the longest set of MUMs whose sequences occur in ascending order in both Genome A and Genome B, where MUM refers to the Maximal Unique Matches between two genomes. Although not using the LIS algorithm, programs like Sim4 (Florea et al., 1998) or SALSA (Rognes and Seeberg, 1998) also contain a similar strategy of combining a fragment scanning stage plus a dynamic programming alignment stage to find candidate alignment. Comparatively, in our implementation, we directly use BLAST program to find the significant fragment matches, and then process them using the LIS algorithm.

As explained previously in Figure 1, the purpose of using the LIS algorithm in our work is to parse the BLAST output and find the longest list of non-overlapping HSPs with their positions in consecutive order in both the query and the subject sequence. Here are the details of how we implemented the LIS algorithm in a dynamic programming version. First, for each genomic hit we can pick up all n HSPs that are in the forward match direction and sort them in the increasing order based on their query positions (we will process all the reverse complemented HSPs separately later). The sorted HSPs are put in an array $\{hsp_1, hsp_2, \ldots, hsp_n\}$. We then define $l_i$ as the LIS of the first $i$ HSPs ($i = 1$ to $n$), where $l_i$ equal to $\{hsp_i\}$, and the rest LIs are derived based on a recursive relationship shown in Equation (1). In the recursive deduction, $l_i$ has to end up with $hsp_i$. Such a constraint makes it possible to deduce $l_i$ from all previous $l_1$ to $l_{i-1}$, which is well explained in the book of Skiena (1997).

\[
\begin{align*}
    l_1 &= \{hsp_1\} \\
    l_i &= \{\max_{1 \leq j < i} l_j, hsp_i\}, \quad \text{if} \ 0 \leq s_i - e_j < \text{Cutoff}.
\end{align*}
\]
In Equation (1), \( \max_{1 \leq j < l} l_j \) represents the \( l_j \) that has the longest total HSP length among \( \{l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_{n-1}\} \), where the total HSP length is defined to be the sum of the lengths of all component HSPs. \( s_i \) is the start position of \( hsp_i \) in the subject sequence, \( e_j \) is the end position of \( l_j \) in the subject sequence, and \( Cutoff \) is the maximal intron size selected approximately as 500 kb. The constraint of \( 0 \leq s_i - e_j < Cutoff \) is to enforce that the distance between any neighboring HSP pairs be greater or equal to zero, i.e., they are connected but not overlapped (in reality we relaxed the limit a bit to allow a maximum 10-base overlap that often appears in BLAST results) and less than a cutoff that is the maximal intron size of 500 kb.

After recursively finding all \( l_i \), we can pick up the longest one among them, which is the final LIS that we were looking for, i.e.,

\[
LIS = \max_{1 \leq i \leq n} l_i.
\]

In a similar way, we can find the longest list of HSPs in the reverse complemented direction. The final choice will be the longer one between the two. In case that there are multiple \( l_i \) having an equal total HSP length, the program will report all of them.

Another important problem faced by this method is that in lots of search results we have more than one genomic hit in the BLAST result, and every component hit covers either a partial or possibly the entire region of the query sequence. So we have to decide how to deal with those situations based on some rules that both make sense in biology and also are easy to implement in computer algorithm. We called those rules as context-logic because they are mainly based on the relationship between the multiple genomic component hits in the context of the coverage of the query sequence. What we used is a greedy approach, i.e., first we look for the LIsSs for each genomic component hit, so we rank all the genomic hits based on the length of the LIsSs. If the LIS of first hit cover the whole range of the query sequence, it means possibly a complete gene was found. For the rest hits, if their LIsSs only cover partial regions of the query sequence, most probably they only code for one of the homologues or a repeated fragment of the query sequence and we will discard them (we are going to discuss the potential dangers of this choice in the Discussion section). If the LIS of another hit also covers the whole region of the query sequence, we will keep it and consider it another possible coding HSP list.

Another scenario of multiple genomic hits is that the first hit only covers a partial region of the query sequence, which means that the gene is not complete in this genomic sequence and we need to find other genomic components that compliment the first component in the coverage of the query sequence. Our current method is to see whether the second hit covers a region of the query sequence that is not covered by the first hit: if so, it will be kept; otherwise, it will be discarded. The same procedure was applied for the third and the remaining hits, if they exist.

**RESULTS**

I implemented this algorithm during my work in the gene discovery group of Celera Genomics at the end of 2000. It was used as a part of the Celera gene discovery pipeline. We combine this tool with other programs like Sim4 and GeneWise to annotate new cDNA clones to discover possible new gene targets. The program had processed thousands of cDNA and protein sequences before I left the gene discovery group to join another group of Celera Genomics in April of 2001.

I want to demonstrate the results of the program using two Celera cDNA sequence examples.

Table 1 displays the original BLAST output of a Celera cDNA sequence search against the Celera human genome assembly, in which there are 10 significant genomic component hits. Table 2 lists all the HSPs in the tabular format, which obviously contains lots of redundant HSPs in each hit. After applying the LIS program and context-logic, the result is shown in Table 3, from which we can see that the program not only found the longest consecutive HSP list by using the LIS algorithm, but also filtered out all the redundant genomic hits. The selected genomic hit covers nearly 100% of the query sequence, and the list of HSPs in the output gave a clear suggestion of the exon–intron structure.

**Table 2. Tabular HSP output**

| Hit #1 | CRA|GA_x2HTBL3EHN0:1..2266668 |
|--------|---------------------------------|
| cDNA_start | Component_start | Component_ID |
| 1810 | 3012 | 814019 |
| 198 | 443 | 962492 |
| 1606 | 1810 | 820436 |
| 1 | 199 | 1015851 |
| 1431 | 1608 | 824829 |
| 798 | 964 | 863297 |
| 964 | 1120 | 848724 |
| 3020 | 3173 | 813858 |
| 621 | 733 | 885420 |
| 1167 | 1273 | 838462 |
| 527 | 623 | 954014 |
| 1348 | 1433 | 827986 |
| 442 | 527 | 960798 |
| 1270 | 1349 | 830684 |
| 734 | 798 | 884462 |
| 1120 | 1175 | 839903 |
| 2741 | 2811 | 309713 |
| 2736 | 2783 | 2231644 |
| 2740 | 2787 | 533921 |
| 2741 | 2787 | 2045402 |
| 2736 | 2781 | 1660414 |
| 2743 | 2787 | 165302 |
| 2743 | 2787 | 448997 |

* Only the HSPs of the first genomic hit are displayed here because of space reason. The whole output can be viewed on the web at http://hongyu.org/paper/lis_example/blast1.tab.
A more interesting example is shown in Tables 4–6. The BLAST output has seven significant genomic hits shown in Tables 4 and 5. Our program filtered out all the genomic hits except for two genomic hits shown in Table 6. The two genomic components covered different parts of the query sequence. The first component covered almost the whole query sequence except for a part of its central region, while the second one covered exactly the central region of the query sequence. Very interestingly, the second hit is a short DNA fragment with unknown chromosome number, which means that the genome assembly team in Celera does not have enough proof to decide which chromosome this fragment should be put into. When we check the sequences of the two components, we found out that there is an N-gap region in the first component, and the second component, because of its small size, can right fit into the N-gap region of the first component, as illustrated in Figure 2. Moreover, these two components also share a same 513 base-long sequence colored in gray.

**DISCUSSION**

The method in this paper combines the advantages of two algorithms, BLAST and LIS. First of all, BLAST is very powerful for its speed, sensitivity and flexibility, so we can do almost all sorts of database search using BLAST. Then, the LIS algorithm is very quick and effective to pick up the most useful information from the BLAST output. Usually BLAST search takes the majority of the computing time, from tens of seconds to minutes to search for a typical length mRNA sequence against the whole human genome assembly, while the LIS algorithm takes multiple magnitudes less time. The current implementation of the LIS algorithm in this paper is a dynamic programming version written in the language PERL. Use of the second version of LIS implementation described in Gusfield (1997) will make it faster. And using C/C++ or other non-interpreted language rather than PERL will further improve the speed. However, since the majority of time in this method is spent on BLAST, it is not important for us at present to increase the speed of the LIS step.

Because of the roughness of the BLAST algorithm in the treatment of the exon–intron boundaries, the output could miss one or more exons in the genomic sequence even when the genomic sequence does contain the complete gene. In the real applications, we usually use Sim4 or GeneWise to make a further refinement of the alignment. Because we run the Sim4 or GeneWise on the specific genomic chunk that was located by the LIS algorithm, they can run very fast. We also add a default 2000 bases in both
the upstream and the downstream direction in the genomic sequence to do the Sim4 alignment to include the possible missing exons in the 5' or 3' end of the gene. In most situations only the original genes are interesting. Although this paper only provides two examples, one of the areas in my current method that needs to be improved in future is the way to implement context-logic. For example, in example 2, genomic hit 2 and genomic hit 3 cover exactly the same region of the query sequence, but genomic 3 was filtered out based on the current context-logic rules. Such a strategy will miss a possibly useful hit, genomic hit 3. To solve such a problem, we need to look for smarter methods, like a hash-based or suffix tree-based multiple genomic sequence alignment program.

One of the areas in my current method that needs to be improved in future is the way to implement context-logic. For example, in example 2, genomic hit 2 and genomic hit 3 cover exactly the same region of the query sequence, but genomic 3 was filtered out based on the current context-logic rules. Such a strategy will miss a possibly useful hit, genomic hit 3. To solve such a problem, we need to look for smarter methods, like a hash-based or suffix tree-based multiple genomic sequence alignment program. This work is still in development. In the Celera Genomics program described in this work, we just use simple factors such as the genomic component lengths and their chromosome numbers to improve the sensitivity of the context-logic filter.

It is important to mention that right after this job was done, which is between the end of 2000 and the beginning of 2001, the context-logic algorithm in this paper: after finding the longest chain of HSPs that codes for the original gene, we can remove them and repeat the same procedure to find the remaining second or third longest chain of HSPs and so on, which are the candidate genes for those homologues and paralogues. Although this paper only provides two examples because of the space limit, it does not mean that the program just works on anecdotal situations: Celera gene discovery group has used it to process thousands of new cDNA sequences. We understand that there are always exceptions in biology, and the method we used may not always pick up the real gene as the number one candidate. In case of uncertainties, such as when there are multiple genomic regions containing the same full gene, the program will always try to report all of them. Then human annotators can have their chance to carefully examine those hits using their expertise or other computational tools.

Table 5. Tabular HSP output

| Hit #1 | CRA|GA_x54KRCCNEJ:1..2166028 |
|--------|-----------------------------|
| ID:    | CRA|GA_x54KRCCNEJ:1..2166028   |
| Align direction: | reverse |
| Fraction of aligned query: | 91 % |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIS #1</th>
<th>cDNA_start cDNA_end Component_start Component_end Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>127 527239 1527366 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>322 332589 3326094 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>426 470 3304332 3304376 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>470 550 3301561 3301641 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>547 646 3215836 3215953 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>647 761 1284910 1285024 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>762 910 1283939 1284087 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>808 1005 1281276 1281373 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1006 1169 1279634 1279797 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1165 1239 1278783 1279487 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1237 1314 1276112 1276122 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1561 1752 1260410 1260414 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1751 1842 1259821 1259912 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1842 1977 1257709 1257844 1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6. LIS output**

| Hit #2 | CRA|GA_x54KRE2F1CS:1..13238 |
|--------|-----------------------------|
| ID:    | CRA|GA_x54KRE2F1CS:1..13238   |
| Align direction: | forward |
| Fraction of aligned query: | 9 % |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIS #2</th>
<th>cDNA_start cDNA_end Component_start Component_end Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2053 2293 11455 11695 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2493 2493 1233369 1233435 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2493 2493 1233045 1233137 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2493 2493 1232198 1232281 1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aligning BLAST high-scoring segment pairs
of 2001, some other programs like SSAHA (Ning et al., 2001) and BLAT (Kent, 2002) were published. Their speeds, especially that of BLAT, are faster than BLAST. BLAT can also print an aligned tabular formatted HSP list that is similar to the LIS output in Table 6. Although inferior in the speed edge, the BLAST program still has its advantage and uniqueness in sensitivity and flexibility. For program SSAHA, the same combinational strategy can also be applied, e.g. SSAHA+LIS.

The program described in this paper can be used as a BLAST result processor also in other BLAST searches, so it is a more general purpose bioinformatics protocol for the scientific community. Even all the examples in this paper are from the Celera Genomics resource, the author did test the same program successfully on the data from public resources.
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